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Megahertzpulse trains enablemulti-hit serial
femtosecondcrystallography experiments at
X-ray free electron lasers
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The European X-ray Free Electron Laser (XFEL) and Linac Coherent Light
Source (LCLS) II are extremely intense sources of X-rays capable of generating
Serial Femtosecond Crystallography (SFX) data atmegahertz (MHz) repetition
rates. Previous work has shown that it is possible to use consecutive X-ray
pulses to collect diffraction patterns from individual crystals. Here, we exploit
theMHzpulse structure of the EuropeanXFEL toobtain twocomplete datasets
from the same lysozyme crystal, first hit and the second hit, before it exits the
beam. The two datasets, separated by <1 µs, yield up to 2.1 Å resolution
structures. Comparisons between the two structures reveal no indications of
radiation damage or significant changes within the active site, consistent with
the calculated dose estimates. This demonstrates MHz SFX can be used as a
tool for tracking sub-microsecond structural changes in individual single
crystals, a technique we refer to as multi-hit SFX.
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The advent of Serial Femtosecond Crystallography (SFX) has created
opportunities via whichmacromolecular structures canbe probed and
their dynamics investigated. SFX is ideally suited to studying the
molecular dynamics of molecules undergoing irreversible processes
which cannot be measured using conventional synchrotron or lab-
based X-ray sources1–7. One practical hurdle to implementing SFX is
obtaining a large enough data set for high-resolution 3D structure
determination which typically comes at the cost of high sample con-
sumption. The first generation of X-ray Free Electron Laser (XFEL)
facilities typically had pulse repetition rates of the order of 120Hz or
less meaning that obtaining a large enough data set for structure
retrieval is an inefficient process both in termsof the amountof sample
required but also in terms of the amount of XFEL beamtime needed8.
With the development of high-repetition rate sources like the Eur-
opean XFEL9 both data collection times and sample consumption are
significantly reduced1,10. Another avenue of research open to Mega-
Hertz (MHz) XFEL facilities is the potential to use the unique pulse
structure of these sources to perform time-resolved experiments9,11,12.
Typical Time-Resolved SFX (tr-SFX) experiments are performed either
by optical pump/X-ray probe reactions initiated by an optical laser, or
mix-and-inject experiments initiated via solvent diffusion in the
crystal13. A split-and-delaymethod also enables timing regimes of 20 fs
– 100 fs to be accessed in order to probe molecular dynamics14. The
ultra-short pulse duration of the XFEL supports the study of in-situ
molecular dynamics on sub-picosecond timescales by measuring a
large number of crystals at various pump-probe delay times or mixing
times15–19. In addition, to probing ultra-fast molecular dynamics, these
measurements normally result indiffraction before destruction, where
each crystal is measured once before being destroyed.

The time delay between two consecutive pulses at MHz XFEL
sources is normallywithin themicro to nanosecond range. This creates
an opportunity to explore a range ofmolecular dynamics occurring on
sub-microsecond timescales by using consecutive pulses in the train
(which are typically on the order of 10’s fs) to capture multiple dif-
fraction patterns from the same crystal as it traverses the X-ray beam.
Previously, multiple hits of the same single crystal using XFELs have
only been detected using high-viscosity jet streams and a static chip
system. This is because, unlike liquid jets, high-viscosity jets canflow at
speeds slow enough that even at lower (e.g., non-MHz) repetition rate
XFEL facilities and synchrotrons can observemultiple hits on the same
crsytal20–23.

Analysing multi-hit serial crystallography data collected using
liquid jets, makes it possible to study time-resolved molecular
dynamics within individual crystals enabling us to differentiate
between two crystal states within the one crystal. For example, when
using an optical pump/X-ray probe system, the dark state and optically
activated ‘pumped’ state can be measured on the same crystal con-
secutively enabling the exact correlation ofmolecular information at a
precise time interval. This allows us to potentially detect a protein
movement within the same crystal on a submicron time scale. In che-
micalmix-and-inject experiments in which the distance along the jet of
the X-ray beam from the mixing region determines the initial time
point, the timing between consecutive pulses determines the time-
scale of the molecular dynamics that can be probed within a single
crystal. The advantage of multi-hit serial femtosecond crystallography
(multi-hit SFX) over conventional tr-SFX is that at least two diffraction
patterns can be collected from a single crystal at different time points,
within the microsecond to sub-microsecond time regime, making it
easier to track/correlate any changes in themolecular structure. These
timescales allowus toprobe themoleculardynamicsofproteins,more
specifically ligand binding, domain folding, transition states (i.e.,
switching between the active and inactive form)24–28, helical motion29

and side-chain rotations30. The combination of femtosecond intra-
pulse and sub-microsecond inter-pulse timing resolution is something
that is specific to MHz XFEL sources. The feasibility of performing

experiments that exploit both characteristics is the topic of the
present paper.

An example problem that could benefit from this type of multi-hit
SFX is understanding the mechanism of the Bacillus subtilis response
regulator, SpoOF, which is involved in sporulation. SpoOF can induce a
shift in protein conformation on picosecond to millisecond
timescales27,31. Previous NMR studies have demonstrated the second-
ary structure dynamics of the protein involves a complex series of
movements including rotation of bonds in methyl groups (thought to
occur within nanoseconds) and side chain flipping of buried residues
(which occurs on the scale of seconds). Critical protein-protein con-
tacts between SpoOF and its binding partnersmeanwhile take place on
millisecond time-scales27. Therefore, multi-hit SFX studies on the same
crystal could be used to probe the intermediate states between the
protein-protein interactions in SpoOF and the flipping of residues to
accommodate it. Other example applications that will benefit from
multi-hit SFX include studying protein-protein interactions e.g.,
determining the initial binding interactions involved in the adaptor
protein oligomerisation of myeloid differentiation primary response
gene88, which would aid in understanding its role in immunity7. In
addition, studying the binding of co-factors such as ATP or NADP,
which induce extensive conformational changes within proteins and
result in the transition between active to inactive forms of the enzyme,
is known tooccur onmillisecond timescales andwill alsobe a target for
multi-hit SFX. It could also be used to capture the intermediate helical/
sheet conformational changes in the secondary structures of proteins
prior to side chain flipping events. Thus, multi-hit SFX will enable the
capture of intermediate states in-situ based on the inter-pulse timing,
which can be varied within a single pulse train32.

Currently, the most common method for delivering samples to
theXFEL beam is via a liquid jet, formedusing aflow focusing nozzle or
Gas-focusedDynamicVirtualNozzle (GDVN)33–35, inwhich the sample is
continuously replenished. Typically, no single crystal contributesmore
than one diffraction pattern to the dataset, either because it is
destroyed during interaction with the XFEL or because it has moved
out of the interaction region prior to the next X-ray pulse arriving36–38.
However, for crystals which are micron-sized or larger, it is possible to
obtain high-resolution, time-resolved structural data at an XFEL using
an X-ray beam that is much larger than the dimensions of the crystal38.
Crystals of this size are typically used for tr-SFXexperimentswhere the
primary motivation behind using the XFEL is the short pulse duration
which enables snapshots to be taken of dynamically evolving mole-
cular structures13. The combination of femtosecond intra-pulse and
sub-microsecond inter-pulse timing which is now accessible at the
European XFEL thus creates an opportunity to explore molecular
dynamics on sub-microsecond timescales by varying the inter-pulse
spacing.

However, it is important to note, that for the same crystal to be hit
twice during a multi-hit SFX experiment, the dose received by the
crystal from the first hit should be below the Room Temperature (RT)
damage limit. This can be estimated prior to the experiment (e.g.,
using programs such as RADDOSE39) and confirmed during the
experiment by comparing, on-the-fly, the diffraction data collected
during the first and second hit. We also note here, that the multi-hit
diffraction scenario is clearly distinct frommulti-crystal diffraction, in
which two or more crystals arrive at the X-ray beam at the same time,
and which can be identified in the diffraction pattern and by using
multi-crystal indexing options40–42. Whilst this mode of data collection
likely precludes the use of nanocrystals due to their weak diffraction, it
does allow for multi-hit, femtosecond diffraction experiments to be
performed on microcrystals which are commonly used for tr-SFX16,43.

In this work we present, an experimental investigation comparing
XFEL derived protein structures, from the same crystal, measured in
consecutive pulses using continuous liquid jets. Using the European
XFEL data collected at different liquid jet flow rates, (40–102m/s), we
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obtain separate high-resolution datasets from the first and second hits
on the same single crystal, hit twice, in a MHz SFX experiment. Multi-
hit SFX, can be thought of as a bridge between SFX and conventional
crystallography; in SFX typically thousands of crystals are hit once and
destroyed by the XFEL beam, whereas in conventional crystallography
one crystal is continuously rotated, and multiple diffraction patterns
are collected prior to significant radiation damage occurring. Here we
show how oftenmulti-hits (in this case double hits) are observed in the
MHz SFX experiments; why multi-hits occur and what is the influence
of the experimental geometry; how the data quality and resolution of
the first and second hits compare and provide experimental condi-
tions optimised for multi-hit SFX to help tailor future MHz XFEL
experiments. Both an analysis of the measured diffraction intensities
from the two datasets and the resulting structure do not reveal any
signs of radiation damage. This is consistent with RADDOSE-3D (XFEL
version)39 calculations showing that, under the experimental condi-
tions used here, the crystal received less than half the dose (0.106
MGy). We have also established that even larger beam sizes are readily
achievable at the European XFEL whilst providing, for micron-sized
crystals, enough photon flux to generate high-resolution diffraction
data. Hence, it is possible, to further optimise the experimental setup
to significantly increase the number of single crystals which are hit
multiple times. In addition, depending on the breakup of the jet, itmay
even be possible to collect more than two diffraction patterns per
single crystal prior to the sample either being damaged or exiting the
beam (as indicated in our model) if the experimental setup (crystal
size, sample flow rate, and beam size) is optimised.

Results
Identifying consecutive hits for a single lysozyme crystal
Assessmentof the frequencyofmulti-hit single crystals usedX-ray data
corresponding to three different jet speeds (where most of the data
was collected); the statistics are summarised in Table 1. The number of
images collected is compared to the number of images with hits
detected by Cheetah44 and indexed by CrystFEL44,45, as well as the
percentage of those patterns indexed where crystals were hit twice as
they passed through the beam. A crystal was determined a multi-hit, if
it satisfied the following criteria: (i) the twohits were from consecutive
pulses and (ii) the patterns showed very similar crystallographic
orientations where the angle between each pair of basis vectors was
<5° and the lengths of the basis vectors were in agreement to within
10%, determined using CrystFEL’s Whirligig program23,44,45. The data
shows that, as expected, when the jet speed increases the percentage

of crystals which were hit twice by the beamdecreases. For the slowest
(42m/s), intermediate (78m/s), and fastest (102m/s) jet speeds the
corresponding multi-hit percentages were 6.4%, 0.9% and 0.3%,
respectively.

Crystal rotation and Bragg peak analysis
To confirm that our method for determining which crystals were hit
twice is reliable for the three jets speeds in Table 1, the change in
crystal rotation for all the diffraction data collected from consecutive
hits in the pulse trains was calculated. Rotation of the crystal as it
tumbles in the liquid jet between consecutive X-ray pulses results in a
small change in the position of the Bragg peak as illustrated in Fig. 1. A
significant increase in the number of crystals with <5° change in
orientation between consecutive hits was observed for the 42m/s jet
speed (Fig. 1 and Supplementary Figs. 1, 2). This indicates thatmany of
the crystals that apparently have only a very small change in their
orientation are in fact the same crystal hit twice by the XFEL beam. By
contrast, the number of crystals with a change in orientation of >5°
between consecutive hits does not vary significantly, consistent with
crystals arriving at the X-ray interaction region with a random orien-
tation. These results verify the predictions of the Whirligig program45;
the same approachwas also used to determine the number ofmulti-hit
crystals that occurred for the two faster jet speeds.Due to the lower hit
rates for the two faster jets speeds (78 and 102m/s) the number of
double hit diffraction patterns is much less than for the 42m/s jet
speed (see Table 1).

Understanding multi-hit SFX as a function of jet speed
Irrespective of crystal concentration, multiple hits on a single crystal
are primarily determined by the jet speed, beam size, and pulse
repetition rate. To illustrate how multiple hits occur, a graphical
representation of the crystal path through the beam based on the
experimental data is presented in Fig. 2. For the slowest jet speed
(42m/s) the crystal can be initially hit within the tail (lowest intensity)
region of the X-ray beam followedby a secondhit within the FullWidth
at Half Maximum (FWHM) of the beam. The exposure of the same
crystal to a secondXFEL pulsewithin themost intense part of the X-ray
beammeans that the crystal may absorb sufficient dose that it is either
destroyed or no longer diffracts to high enough resolution to generate
a third hit, however, this is dependent on the beam properties and the
dose the crystals receive during the first two hits. Theoretically, if the
dose received by the crystal, when placed centrally within the FWHM,
is below the dose threshold and the speed the crystal is travelling is
slow enough and the beam is large enough, there is a possibility that a
third hit could occur. However, this needs to be further investigated as
it would likely only bepossibly for jet speeds slower than42m/s. As the
jet speed increases to 78m/s, multiple crystal hits are only possible
within the tail regions of theX-raybeam (Fig. 2). At the fastest jet speed
(102m/s), multiple crystal hits can only occur in the extreme tail
regions of the beam where the incident intensity is low compared to
the central region (Fig. 2). Therefore, for the two faster jets it limits the
hit number per crystal to two.

Crystal transit through the X-ray beam
Assuming that at least 1 µm of the crystal needs to interact with the
X-ray beam to generate a diffraction pattern and amaximum crystal
size of 8 µm, the minimum distance travelled by a single crystal hit
twice by the XFEL beam in this experiment was 35.4 µm, 56.7 µm, and
79.9 µm, for jet speeds of 42m/s, 78m/s, and 102m/s respectively.
Figure 2 presents a schematic showing how far the crystal travels
between consecutive pulses for each jet speed. While Fig. 3 provides
the characteristic beam profile, based on YAG images, showing the
Full Width (FW) and FWHM of the X-ray beam during the experi-
ment. The mean, minimum, and maximum, FWs were calculated to
be 65.8 µm, 41.7 µm and 82.1 µm, respectively. While the FWHMs

Table 1 | Summary of jet speeds, experimental conditions, and
statistics for lysozyme crystals1

Target jet speed 50m/s 75m/s 110m/s*

Liquid flow (µl/min) 15 13 13

Gas flow (mg/min) 23 50 85

Experimental jet
speed (m/s)

42 ± 2.1 78 ± 3.9 –

Theoretical jet
speed (m/s)

– – 102 ± 5.1

Total no. frames 440,000 60,000 240,000

No. of hits 10,726 (2.4%) 1,638 (2.7%) 3,733 (1.6%)

No. of indexed frames 9,970 (93%) 1,509 (92.1%) 3,474 (93.1%)

No. double hits 1190 28 20

No. single hits 8780 1481 3454

This table shows the flow rates of the gas and liquid used as well the experimentally and
theoretically determined jet speeds for the current analysis. The data statistics were calculated
utilising the CrystFEL software suite44,45.
* A 100m/s jet speed was determined experimentally for a 13 µl/min liquid and 80mg/min gas
flow rate giving a speed of 105m/s, which is similar to the theoretically calculated 102m/s
jet speed.
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Fig. 1 | Frequency of diffraction patterns as a function of the relative change in
crystal orientation. The change in crystal orientation was characterized by the
reciprocal space vector a

*
, between consecutive diffraction measurements (sepa-

rated in timeby 886 ns)within theX-ray pulse train. The liquid jet speedwas42m/s.

An increase in frequency above 0.04 for consecutive images with a change in
orientation of less than 5 degrees, indicated by the region shaded in red, can be
observed and were classified as double hit crystals.

a

b

Crystal flow direction

Single hit crystals
First hit of double hit crystals

Second hit of double hit crystals
Possible third hit of the double hit crystals 

Fig. 2 | Model for howmulti-hits occur for a single crystal. a Schematic diagram
(not to scale) illustrating theminimumdistances travelledby an8 µmcrystal for the
three different jet speeds overlaid with the average beam Full Width (FW, dark
purple shaded region) and the maximum beam FW (light purple shaded region).
The green crystal depicts the initial position, and the red crystal illustrates how far
the crystal travels after the first hit for 42m/s, 78m/s, and 102m/s jet speeds.
b Schematic representation of the crystal path through the X-ray beam for each of
the three jet speeds for the mean beam FW (upper half) and maximum beam FW

(lower half) as indicated on the first image. The mean FW is consistent for all jet
speeds. The beam profile (shaded grey) is overlaid with the regions that the crystal
travels through for the single hits (blue) to occur as well as the first (green) and
second (red) hits of the double hit crystal. For the 42m/s jet speed it also shows a
possibility of the crystals being hit a third time (aqua) if the crystal and beam
conditions were optimal. Note, for 42m/s and 78m/s, regions where no hits occur
are possible.
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were calculated to be 18.7 µm, 11.9 µm and, 23.3 µm, respectively.
This analysis confirms that for each of the three jet speeds, the X-ray
beam diameter was sufficiently large that crystals are hit at least
twice by the X-ray beam, which is consistent with the experimental
observations.

Data quality check
In addition to calculations of the absorbed dose, the data quality was
carefully analysed to confirm that there was no degradation of the
diffraction patterns collected from the second hit with respect to the
first. Initially, the Bragg peak intensities and resolution of the dif-
fraction data collected from the first and second hits were compared.
This data was used to generate three independent powder plots (first
hits, second hits, and single hits) for the three jet speeds (42, 78 and
102m/s). For the slowest jet speed (42m/s), we observed that the
integrated intensity of the first hit was less than the second hit (note
that the intensity of the second hit was, as expected, similar to that of
the single hit crystals, see Fig. 4a). As the jet speed increases, the
diffraction intensity profiles between the first and second hits
become similar (see Fig. 4b, c) but substantially lower when com-
pared to the single hit crystals. This is consistent with our inter-
pretation of how double hits occur (Fig. 1) since our model predicts
that for the faster jet speeds both first and second hits occur only
within the tail region of the X-ray beam.

The final check was to perform a complete structure retrieval
based on the independent data sets collected from the first and
second hits and analyse the resulting electron density maps. A
comparison of the Difference Electron Density (DED)maps from the
first (PDB code 7TUM) and second (PDB code 6WEC) hit structure is
presented in Fig. 5. The site specifically in the local vicinity of the
active pocket of lysozyme, known to be sensitive to the effects of
radiation damage, is shown in Fig. 5a–c and Supplementary Fig. 6.

Superposition of the two structures, generated independently for
the first and second hit data sets, does not reveal any significant
differences in the backbone (rmsd of 0.3893 Å). The time-resolved
DED maps (i.e., 886 ns apart) calculated the difference between the
first hit and second hit structure factors and indicated that no sig-
nificant changes could be attributed to the time-delay between the
first and second hit on the same crystal (Fig. 5a and Supplementary
Fig. 6). Crucially, examination of the di-sulphide bonds (Fig. 5d and
Supplementary Fig. 6), which are very prone to radiation damage,
did not result in presence of DED maps surrounding the atoms.
Hence, based on these maps we conclude that there is no evidence
of radiation damage occurring between first and second hits,
meaning that any significant changes that did occur in a multi-hit
SFX experiment performed under these conditions could be
attributed to actual molecular dynamic events.

A statistical comparison between the three data sets is shown in
Tables 2 and3. TheWilsonplots andCC* for all data sets are included in
the Supplementary Information (Supplementary Fig. 4). Interestingly,
the secondhitdata set quality is slightlybetter compared to thefirst hit
data setwhich is reflected in its overall structural resolution, numberof
unique reflections and the CC values. The first hit data set is of poorer
quality, which is likely due to the non-uniform beam shape. The more
the crystal is exposed within the beam themore intense the peaks are,
and this can be considered proportional to the resolution (where the
most intense peaks are at lower resolution and the higher resolution
are often less intense). Therefore, if the beam has a longer weaker tail
at one end, diffraction from the crystal is much weaker, with peaks
below the minimum Signal-to-Noise-Ratio (SNR) threshold (see Meth-
ods) remaining undetected. This, in turn, determines the number of
unique reflections identified in the highest resolution shell. This can be
seen in the YAG images (Supplementary Fig. 3b) where the tail extends
further out on the first hit side (i.e., in the direction of the nozzle)
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Fig. 3 | Characteristic beamprofile. aAhistogramshowing the X-ray beamprofile.
The beam profile was modelled using a Lorentzian distribution with a Full Width
Half Maximum (FWHM) = 2γ (50% of beam) and Full Width (FW) = 7.04γ (82.4% of
beam). b The Lorentzian distribution used to determine the FWHM and FW from

6773 YAG images. The furthermost outlier, minimum, Q1 (25th percentile), mean,
median, Q3 (75th percentile), and maximum have been indicated. To obtain the
FWHMand FWfor each YAG image, a 7.5%noise thresholdwas applied to the image
combined with a 3 × 3 median filter to account for the noise.
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having less intensity compared to the tail region on the opposing side
where the second hit region is located. As the stream files were
obtained after hit-finding and indexing, the SNR threshold was not
optimised for detection of the weaker, first hits, and this may explain
why we observe a reduced number of unique reflections in the first hit
data set (2072) compared to the secondhit data set (7263). TheCC* is a
commonly used metric to assess data quality for structure
determination46. A comparison between the CC* for all three data sets
reveal that the data quality varies between the different jet speeds
which is reflected in the resolution. Thefirst hit data had the lowest CC*
value with a reduction in data quality observed above 3.0 Å resolution
(Supplementary Fig. 4d), therefore a 3.1 Å resolution cut off was used
for the structure refinement. With this cut off, the CC* values for the
first and second hits were comparable; 0.873 and 0.764, respectively
(Table 2). CrystFEL45 was also used to compare the structure factor of
the first and second hit data sets to compare their quality. For the
quality comparison, the first and second hit data sets were split in half;
the half dataset for the second hits was then compared to the other
half dataset from the first hits and vice versa and this resulted in stable
CC* values up to a resolution of 2.5 Å (Supplementary Fig. 4d, green
line), confirming there is good agreement between the two datasets.
Further to this, the single hit data set (i.e. data from crystals only hit
once) was also split and compared to the first and second hit data
showing a similar degree of consistency in terms of data quality
(Supplementary Fig. 4d, purple line). Hence, aside from the increase in
the number of reflections in the second hit data, resulting in higher
resolution data due to the higher incident intensity, the data quality
between first, second, and single hits was consistent.

Discussion
The use of different jet speeds during the experiment enabled an
analysis of the speedof recoveryof the liquid jet after the jet explosion.
The reliable recovery of the liquid jet between consecutive pulses at
the jet speeds used in this experiment has been previously reported in
the literature1,12. Briefly, the gap size used in this experiment is much
smaller than the beamdiameter. Thus, if the crystal is hit within the tail
region of the beam (which is the case for the first hits), the gap will not
reach the crystal before the next pulse arrives. Hence, the results
presented here confirm previous reports that under standard experi-
mental conditions, the pulse power, beam size, jet diameter, and jet
speed, can be chosen to avoid any interaction of the crystal with the
expanding front of the opening gap formed by a previous pulse1,12,47.

The results from this experiment confirm that quality structural
data can be collected from crystals that are hit more than once by a
MHz XFEL pulse using a flow focusing injector. In fact, the second hit
data set could be refined to a higher resolution (2.1 Å) compared to the
first hit data set (3.1 Å). This allows for the optimisation ofmulti-hit SFX
experiments since the height of the beam profile can be widely tuned
to match the distance travelled by the crystals between consecutive
X-ray pulses. The multi-hit structures from the first and second hits in
this experiment demonstrate that high-resolution data (e.g., <2.5 Å),
canbecollected frommicro-crystalswithper pulse dose rates less than
that generally required to induce RT radiation damage. For the second
hit data analysed, the data was of high quality, comparable to that of
the single hit crystals demonstrating that radiation damage did not
affect the structure. However, the first hit data could not be solved to
the equivalent resolution, having a lower percentage completeness
(33%) in the 2.1 Å resolution shell which can be explained by the
asymmetry of the outermost tails of the beamwhen the beamwas at its
largest size. Given the aim here was to generate a structure, the peak
finding algorithm parameters were not optimised specifically for
identifying weaker peaks. Therefore, by further optimising the hit-
finding it may be possible to identify additional peaks in the higher
resolution shell for the first hit data and possibly even identify third
hits for the slowest jet speeds. The same experiment is not currently
possible at lower repetition rate sources using flow focusing injectors,
but as more high-repetition rate XFEL sources come online the
opportunity to compare time-resolved data collected from the same
crystal with femtosecond intra-pulse and sub-microsecond inter-pulse
timing opens possibilities for studying molecular dynamics. In 2019,
the focusing optics at the SPB/SFX beamline at the European XFEL
were upgraded enabling the production of a long vertical line-focus
aligned to the liquid jet providing better setup optimisation for this
type of experiment.

The time interval between consecutive pulses at the European
XFEL is very short when compared to other non-MHz XFEL sources,
however sub-microsecond pulse spacing is clearly still long on the
time-scale of radiation damage48–50. Two methods were used to inde-
pendently determine the dose absorbed by the crystal during a single
pulse. The RADDOSE-3D version 4 (X-FEL)39 gave an estimated dose of
0.2 MGy, taking into account the photo electron escape and the FW of
the beam. The second method gave an estimate of 0.165 MGy max-
imumdose per pulse received by the crystal within the beamusing the
approach ofMarman et al.51. which includes photo electron escape and
in addition specifically the absorbed dose as a function of the crystal
position within the incident beam (Supplementary Fig. 5). Both
methods produced dose estimates similar to those published under
the same experimental conditions, (0.5 MGy reported by Weideron
et al.1). We note that the primary reason the absorbed dose per pulse is
lower here is the fact that the FWbeamsize is larger in the present case
toprovide a large enoughX-ray interaction region to generatemultiple
hits. At theXFEL it has previously been reported, due to the short pulse
duration, the per-pulse radiation damage limit, even at room tem-
perature, could increase to the range of 30–150 MGy4,52,53 as it can

a
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Single hits
First hits
Second hits

Fig. 4 | Normalized integrated intensity plots. Integrated intensities were
extracted from the data, normalized and plotted against 1/d (where d is the lattice
spacing) for the a 42m/s jet data; b 78m/s jet data; and c 102m/s jet data. Blue
represents data for single hit crystals only; green represents the first hit of the
double hit crystal; red represents the second hit of the double hit crystal. A
threshold of I/sig(I) > 2 was applied to the analysis.
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outrun the slower process contributing to radiation damage. However,
the effects of radiation damage at the XFEL as a function of pulse
duration is verymuch an active andongoing areaof research6,52,54,55 and
depends both on the dose rates as well as the molecular details of the
sample56. It is also known that under cryo-conditions protein crystals
can typically withstand a radiation dose of 30MGy57,58, at RT (which we
have assumed here) the radiation dose limit decreases by approxi-
mately two orders of magnitude, as a result of the diffusion of free
radicals59–61. Hence in the analysis presented here, wehave adopted the
most conservative view that the per pulse absorbed dose must be
below 0.2 MGy57 in line with RT experiments conducted at the syn-
chrotron before radiation damage is to occur. These values fall within
the dose estimates obtained for this crystal system where the dose of
the crystal in the tail regions can be as low as 0.04 MGy (Supplemen-
tary Fig. 5) and as high as 0.2 MGy central to the beam.

Our model for how a single crystal is able to produce multiple
diffraction patterns has been validated by the observed changes in the
measured integrated intensity profiles and explains why, for example,
the second hit for the 42m/s jet has a similar intensity profile to the
single hit crystals. It also accounts for the fact that for the faster jet
speeds the intensity profiles of the first and second hits are similar.
Another interesting observation was that even within the outermost
tails of the XFEL beam, where the absorbed dose is around 2 orders of
magnitude lower than in the beam centre, there is still sufficient
intensity to generate high-resolution diffraction data from crystals
<10 µm in diameter. This is consistent with previous published results
from the LCLS4.

The experimental setup formulti-hit SFX can be easily and quickly
realised on the SFX/SBP beamline at the European XFEL, multi-hit SFX
is an option available to all users. Based on ourmodel for howmultiple
hits occur we can develop a set of parameters for users that can be
employed to either maximise or minimise multiple crystal hits. The
critical parameters for multi-hit SFX are the beam size, jet speed, and
pulse structure. For these measurements the AGIPD detector was
operating at a full frame read-out of 1.1MHz using 202 calibrated
memory cells. This potential bottleneck in data collection has since
been addressed and the detector is currently capable of operating at a
maximum full-frame readout of 4.5MHz (the European XFEL main
frequency) using 351 calibrated memory cells. The inter-pulse spacing
used for the current experiment was 886 ns (1.125MHz), however, we
can use our model to predict how multi-hit SFX would work at 222ns
(4.5MHz). A comparison of the two regimes for the European XFEL
operating at 1.1MHz and 4.5MHz is provided in Fig. 6.

In addition to the integrated intensity, we also studied the reso-
lution of the diffraction data from both single and double hits. A
comparison of the second hit and single hit patterns shows a differ-
ence in the resolution of 1 Å which can be explained by the beam
profile and SNR detection levels. This is also supported by the struc-
tural analysis where both the first and second hit structures do not
exhibit any noticeable signs of radiation damage. Hence, the key
finding here is that the diffraction data, statistics, structural analysis,
and radiation damage calculations all point to the same conclusion:
that the crystal does not appear to experience measurable radiation
damage during the first hit by the XFEL beam for this crystal system.
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a             b           

Fig. 5 | Lysozyme structural maps showing the active site pocket. The electron
density map with the omit map displayed for the active site region of lysozyme
in a the first hit structure (7TUM) and b the second hit structure (6WEC).
c Shows the first (red) and second (green) hit structures superimposed and
overlaid with the difference electron density (DED) map for the active site and

d shows the DED maps for a representative di-sulphide bond Cys115-Cys30. No
differences density is detected between the first and second hit structures. The
2Fo-Fc map at 1σ is shown in blue and difference maps at 3σ are shown in green
(positive) and red (negative) density.
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The availability of MHz XFEL sources has created many opportu-
nities for exploiting their unique pulse structure12,62. The approach
described and demonstrated here, measuring structure from the same
single crystal in-flight with consecutiveMHzXFEL pulses, opens up the
possibility of correlating and analysing structural dynamics on time-
scales ranging from 222 ns (4.5MHz) to 1.8 µs (approximated based on
a crystal travelling at 42m/s through an interaction regionwith amean
beam width of 65.8 µm). This covers a range of molecular dynamics of
interest to structural biology including helix motions, side chain

rotations, and protein folding and unfolding. The experimental con-
ditions used for the current experiment are readily achievable at the
European XFEL and have been used for a recent publication involving
tr-SFX63 demonstrating that multi-hit SFX is a viable option for current
and future users of this facility. Two types of experiments have been
established as benefitting from this mode of operation, the first is
chemically triggered SFX where a mix-and-inject setup is used on the
beamline. Usingmulti-hit SFX would allow the dynamics of each single
crystal to be probed at a minimum of two timepoints with sub-
microseconds separation. The second type of experiment to benefit
from multi-hit SFX is optical pump/X-ray probe experiments where
two structures (one ‘dark’ with the laser off, and one ‘light’ activated
with the laser on) can be obtained from the same crystal. Whilst for
proteins that are particularly radiation sensitive, multi-hit SFXmay not
be an option, the fact that the two independent structures from the
first and second hit measured here do not exhibit any detectable signs
of radiation damage is encouraging. Based on the criteria we have
established here to observe multiple hits using MHz XFEL sources the
current work paves the way to multi-hit SFX becoming an established
mode of operation for users.

Methods
Sample preparation
Microcrystals of hen eggwhite lysozyme (HEWL) were grown by rapid-
mixing batch method as describe in Wiedorn et al. (2018)1. The lyso-
zyme (126mg/mL in 50mM acetate buffer pH 3.5) crystal were grown
in 1M sodium chloride, 40%(v/v) ethylene glycol, 15%(w/v) poly ethy-
lene glycol 4000, 50mM acetate buffer pH 3.5 and varied in size
between 6 × 6 × 6 µm3 and 8 × 8 × 8 µm3 as characterised via an optical
microscope.

SPB/SFX instrument and sample delivery
Experiments were performed at the SPB/SFX instrument at the Eur-
opean XFEL in September 2017 as part of European XFEL experiment
p2012 as describe in Wiedorn et al. (2018)1. The SPB/SFX beam was
focused using Compound Refractive Lenses (CRLs). Lysozyme (HEWL)
crystals were delivered to a 1.125MHz XFEL beam using a 3D printed

Table 2 | SFX data collection and processing statistics for lysozyme

Data Set Single hit First hit Second hit

Diffraction source European XFEL European XFEL European XFEL

Photon Energy (mean value, eV) 9232 9232 9232

Pulse energy at sample (assuming 50% beamline transmission, µJ) 290 290 290

Wavelength (Å) 1.3 1.3 1.3

Temperature (K) 293 293 293

Detector 1-megapixel
AGIPD

1-megapixel
AGIPD

1-megapixel
AGIPD

Pulse length (fs) 50 50 50

Space group P43212 P43212 P43212

a, b, c (Å) 79.30, 79.30, 37.73 79.30, 79.30, 37.73 79.30, 79.30, 37.73

α, β, γ (°) 90, 90, 90 90, 90, 90 90, 90, 90

Resolution range (Å) 21.66-2.10
(2.15-2.10)

35.49-3.20
(3.28-3.20)

21.66-2.10
(2.15-2.10)

Indexed 10,106 962 962

No. of unique reflections 7,418 (535) 2072 (403) 7,263 (494)

Completeness (%) 99.84 (100) 93.6 (90.79) 97.75 (92.34)

Redundancy 47.24 (28.34) 4.55 (3.8) 6.66 (3.98)

〈 I/σ(I)〉 5.1 (4.2) 4.36 (8.3) 2.9 (3.1)

CC1/2 0.906 (0.796) 0.412 (0.638) 0.615 (0.413)

CC* 0.975 (0.942) 0.764 (0.882) 0.873 (0.764)

Overall B factor from Wilson plot (Å2) 19.58 32.8 20.4

Statistics for the single crystal as well as the multi-hit (first and second) data sets are presented. Values for the outer shell are given in parentheses.

Table 3 | SFX and refinement statistics for lysozyme

Data Set Single Hit First Hit Second Hit

Resolution range (Å) 21.66–2.10
(2.15–2.10)

35.489–3.20
(3.28–3.20)

21.66–2.10
(2.15–2.10)

Completeness (%) 99.84 (100) 93.6 (90.79) 97.75 (92.34)

No. of reflections,
working set

6681 (737) 1850 (129) 6547 (716)

No. of reflections, test set 479 (56) 207 (9) 445 (49)

Final Rcryst 0.152 (0.114) 0.314 (0.323) 0.249 (0.244)

Final Rfree 0.216 (0.183) 0.426 (0.406) 0.299 (0.355)

R.M.S. deviations

Bonds (Å) 0.0007 0.005 0.004

Angles (°) 1.453 1.447 1.254

Average B factors (Å2) 19.58 32.8 20.4

Protein 20.61 11.44 21.44

Ligands 37.73 27.46 37.24

Ions 22.99 33.37 40.32

Waters 29.96 28.35 28.01

Ramachandran plot

Most favoured (%) 98.43 88.98 96.85

Allowed (%) 1.57 11.02 3.15

Statistics for the single hit crystaland the multi-hit (first hit and second hit) data sets are pre-
sented. Values for the outer shell are given in parentheses.
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GDVN33,34,64 nozzlewith 60 µmgasand 50 µmliquidorifices. Design and
fabrication details can be found in Knoska, J. et al.65 Various sample
delivery jet speeds ranging between 40-102m/s, were tested during
the experiment. Data wasmeasured using anAGIPD 1M located 0.12m
downstream of the sample interaction region. All the data generate
from these speeds were merged to generate the first and second hit
data sets. The majority of the data was generated from three speeds,
42m/s, 78m/s and 102m/s, and these were used to generate statistics
for the beam profile. The two slowest jet speeds were checked
experimentally in lab by dual-pulse imaging1,65, whilst the fastest jet
speed (102m/s) was theoretically determined (see Supplementary
Information). A summary of the liquid and gas flow rates and their
equivalent jet speeds are shown in Table 1, alongside the theoretically
calculated 102m/s jet speed.

X-ray data analysis and processing
Experiment progress was monitored online using OnDA66 or serial
crystallography reading data in real time from the European XFEL
control system Karabo67 using the Karabo bridge68, as outline in Wie-
dorn et al. (2018)1. SFX data processing was done as previously out-
lined inWiedorn et al. (2018)1 usingCrystFEL v.0.6.3 onpeaks foundby
Cheetah using the indexing packages MOSFLM69, DirAx70 and asdf71.
The SNR value was optimised for each dataset to allow optimal peak
detection72.

Identification of multi-hits in the data
The CrystFEL stream files with the indexed crystal data1 were used to
identify the crystals classified as multi-hits for the different injector
speeds. The stream files were analysed for multi-hits using the Whir-
ligig script from the CrystFEL crystallography suite45, which defines
crystals hit twice as those that had similar crystallographic orientations
(<5° change in angle between each pair of basis vectors) in consecutive
frames. Based on this analysis we confirmed that a proportion of single

crystals were hit twice, classifying them as multi-hit crystals. In addi-
tion, the lengths of the basis vectors had to bewithin 10% agreement to
qualify as a multi-hit. Filtering using the Whirligig program based on
these criteria alone does not account for the pulse train format of the
European XFEL. Therefore, python code was developed to filter out
any adjacent frames that were not from the same pulse train. This data
was further sorted into three separate categories: data fromcrystals hit
just once, data from the first hit of crystals hit twice (designated first
hit), and data from the second hit of crystals hit twice (designated
second hit). These three stream files were then used as the input files
for further analysis in Python, using multiple parameters (integrated
intensity, a*, b*, c*, h, k, l) within the stream files to calculate 1/d verses
normalised integrated intensity plots.

Python code was also used to analyse the CrystFEL stream files,
where the change in orientation between all consecutive images was
calculated in an identicalmanner to theWhirligig program. The output
was plotted as a histogram, showing the change in angle (degrees) for
consecutive images, to confirm those consecutive hits that were
selected as the double hit data set were truly from the same crystal.

Analysis of data quality
Merging and scaling of the Bragg peaks were performed using Partia-
lator in the CrystFEL suite version 845,71. Figures of merit were calcu-
lated using compare_hkl (Rsplit, CC1/2, CC*) and check_hkl (SNR,
multiplicity, completeness), that are also part of the CrystFEL suite45,71.
To generate a complete dataset to compare the first hit with the sec-
ond hit on the same crystal, data collected from all jet speeds (40-
102m/s) were merged to form the multi-hit structural data sets. Data
from a single speed (42m/s) was used to analyse and solve the single
hit structure. The statistics for the single hits, first hits and second hit
data sets are presented in Tables 2, 3 and the Wilson plots for all the
data sets are shown in the Supplementary Information (Supplemen-
tary Fig. 4).

a

b

Double hit tail

Double hit FWHM

Single hit

Fig. 6 | Parameters for optimizing the collection of double-hit data at the
EuropeanXFEL. a European XFEL repetition rate of 1.1MHz during this experiment
and (b) European XFEL repetition rate of 4.5MHz. The green shaded area indicates
parameter combinations that will result in double-hits that allow the second hit to
occur within the horizontal FWHM of the beam; the blue shaded area indicates

parameter combinations that will result in double-hits that allow a second hit to
occur within in the tail region of the beam, and the grey shaded area indicates
parameter combinations that will result in only single hits. This analysis is inde-
pendent of crystal size (i.e., crystal centre-to-crystal centre hits).
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SFX structure determination
Structure refinement was performed in Collaborative Computational
Project 4 interactive version 2 (CCP4i2)73 using the MTZ output from
CrystFEL. A solvent free version of lysozyme (PDB accession code
6FTR) was used as the initial startingmodel formolecular replacement
in Phaser74 and the Rfree flags were generated (utilizing 10% of the data)
followed by iterative cycles of Refmac575 refinement and rebuilding of
themodel inCoot76. TheMolProbity77 andXtriage (Phenix)78 toolswere
used to validate the model. Three structures were solved, single hit
structure (PDB accession code 6WEB), first hit structure (PDB acces-
sion code 7TUM) and second hit structure (PDB accession code 6WEC)
which have been deposited into the PDB. To compare the first (7TUM)
and second hit (6WEC) structures, difference electron density maps
(DED)9,16,79,80, were generated in CCP4i273. The two data sets were
scaled, and the difference amplitudes determined by subtracting the
observed structure factor amplitudes of the first hit data set from
those of the secondhit data set. TheDEDmapswere then calculated by
using the difference amplitudes and phases from the first hit data. The
DED maps generated positive electron density (green, indicating the
presence of increased density in the second hit data compared to the
first hit data) and negative electron density (red, indicating decreased
density in the second hit data compared to the first hit data) areas
scaled to ±3σ contour levels. Figure 5a, c highlights the quality of the
electron density maps surrounding the active site and a di-sulphide
bond in lysozyme (which typically are more sensitive to the effects of
radiation damage).

X-ray beam profile analysis
The nominal energy for the SFX data collection was 9.232 keV. The
beam size and beam profile were estimated based on 6773 individual
YAG images collectedusing the in-linemicroscopepositionedwithin in
the chamber. The optical images were generated from single shots
using a 15 µm thick Ce:YAG screen (see Supplementary Fig. 3 and
“Methods”). The Point Spread Function (PSF) of the YAG was deter-
mined, based on published estimates81 (see Supplementary Fig. 3), to
be 2 µm. Using an Edmund optics standard, the optical microscope
resolution was determined to be 8 µm. A Lorentzian distribution was
fitted to the optical images using Python code. The actual beam size
wasdetermined via a convolution, taking into account both the PSF for
the YAG andopticalmicroscope. A FWHM (FWHM=2ɣ) for each image
was determined from a Lorentzian fit to the beam profile using a 3 × 3
medianfilter and a 7.5% noise threshold applied to the data. A FWvalue
of 82.38% (FW= 7.04ɣ) was also determined for each image, and the
overall mean,minimumandmaximumFWcalculated for the complete
data set. The mean, minimum, and maximum FWHMs and FW were
calculated. Note that the experimentally determined beam size based
on analysis of the occurrence of multi-hits as a function of jet speed
(Fig. 1) was consistent with the X-ray beam size determined optically.

Crystal transit through the X-ray beam
The distance travelled by the crystal through the X-ray beam can be
calculatedbasedon the jet speed (seeTable 1) andbeamsize.Using the
upper limit on the measured size of the lysozyme crystals (i.e.,
8 × 8 × 8 µm3) and the lowest possible jet speed (accounting for a 5%
uncertainty—see Table 1) gives the minimum distance a single crystal
could travel whilst still interacting with two consecutive X-ray pulses,
spaced 886 ns apart. Assuming that at least 1 µmof the crystal needs to
interact with the X-ray beam to generate a diffraction pattern, the
minimum distance travelled by a single crystal hit twice by the XFEL
beam was calculated. For the fastest jets, multi-hits were only possible
in the presence of the maximum FW of the beam.

Radiation dose calculations
To determine the dose the crystal receives during its interaction with
the X-ray pulse two independentmethodswere used. The firstmethod

is based on Monte-Carlo modelling of the primary photoelectron tra-
jectories, taking in account any photoelectron escape from the crystal
that might occur subsequent to the crystal interacting with the X-ray
pulse. This approach to determining the dose absorbed by the crystal
was adapted from a discrete simulation of radiation damage model
based onMarmanet al.51. The X-ray beamwasmodelled as a symmetric
2-dimensional Lorentzian distribution with a full width of 65.5 µm
(accounting for 99% of the X-ray flux). The total X-ray interaction area
accounted for in themodelwas 100 µmindiameter allowing the crystal
to be simulated prior to entering and thus only partially exposed to the
X-ray beam. The spatial resolution of the model was 0.1 µm. This was
sufficient to allow us to determine the dose received by the crystal at
different points within the beam (i.e., within the tail region or within
the central portion of the beam) as it travels through the X-ray inter-
action region. The Lorentzian flux distribution and the appropriate
X-ray cross-sections for photoionisation, elastic scattering, and
Compton scattering at this X-ray energy were used to calculate the
relevant interaction rates at any given point within the beam82. The
crystal was modelled as a square (8 µm×8 µm); and was assumed to
pass through the centre of the beam travelling perpendicular to the
y-axis. The absorbed dose was calculated at 33 independent positions
along the x-axis. These positions corresponded to the crystal moving
from the edge of the beamto its centre in 1μmsteps; therefore 7 of the
33 positions corresponded to a partial hit, where part of the crystal
remained unexposed and the remaining 26 positions corresponded to
full exposure at varying incident flux densities. At each position, the
dose absorbed by the exposed portion of the crystal was calculated. A
summary of this approach to calculating the radiation damage is pre-
sented in Supplementary Fig. 5. We note that in the tail regions of the
beam the dose received by the crystal can reduce by as much as two
orders of magnitude. As an independent confirmation of the first
approach, a second method, based on RADDOSE-3D version 439,83

using the XFEL option, assuming a Gaussian distribution for the beam
(no collimation) and maximum full width of beam was used and the
crystal was placed central to the beam. In summary, using these two
independent methods, the dose absorbed by the crystal during both
the first and second hits was calculated.

Data availability
Source data have been deposited with the Coherent X-ray Imaging
Databank (CXIDB) with reference number CXIDB-ID80 (www.cxidb.
org/id-80.html) for run numbers r0066-r0087, r0145-r0150 and r0153.
The structures have been deposited in the Protein Data Bank (PDB),
accession codes 6WEB (single hit structure), 7TUM (first hit structure)
and 6WEC (second hit structure). Other data are available from the
corresponding authors upon reasonable request.
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